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The quantum transport of spin-polarized electrons across nonmagnetic III-V semiconductor multiple
barriers is considered theoretically. We have calculated the spin dependent transmission coeÆcient,
for conducting electrons transversing lattice-matched In0:53Ga0:47As/GaAs0:5Sb0:5/In0:53Ga0:47As/
InP/In0:53Ga0:47As nanostructures with di�erent numbers of asymmetric double barriers, as a func-
tion of electron energy and angle of incidence. Spin-orbit split resonances, due to the Rashba term,
are observed. The envelope function approximation and the Kane k�p model for the bulk are used.
For an unpolarized incident beam of electrons, we also obtain the spin polarization of the trans-
mitted beam. The formation of spin dependent minibands of energy with nonzero transmission is
observed.

The possibility of electron-spin polarization by res-

onant tunneling, due to the Rashba spin-orbit coupling

in semiconductor heterostructures, has been recently
proposed [1, 2]. Such spin-dependent e�ect is of in-

terest in the development of the so called spintronics

[3, 4, 5]. The material or structure paramater op-

timization of such e�ect is however still missing. In

this contribuition, we discuss the results for both spin-
dependent transmission coeÆcient and polarization for

electrons traversing multiple barriers with varying num-

ber of asymmetric double barrier unit cells. Spin-

dependent minibands of energies with nozero transmis-
sion and an increasing maximum polarization of the

transmitted beam, for increasing number of cells, are

obtained .

It is well known that the so called Rashba spin-orbit

term in the e�ective Hamiltonian for electrons con�ned
in asymmetric quantum wells depends only on the angle

� between the growth direction (bz) and the electron;s

wave-vector k. It can be written as [6]

HSO =
d

dz
�(z; E)k sin � =

d

dz
�(z; E)kk: (1)

The coupling parameter � as given by the eigth band

Kane model reads [7]
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where Ev is the edge of the valence band, �(z) is

the spin orbit splitting in the maximum of the valence
band and P is the interband momentum matrix ele-

ment. Simple spin dependent boundary conditions for

the envelope function can be derived in the presence

of this term [7] and the problem of the spin-dependent

quantum transport can be studied with standard wave
mechanics procedure (note that for zero bias Hso = 0

in each layer of the structure and the solution there

remains a plane wave).

We have then considered an incoming electron with

energy E, wave-vector kk parallel to the planes and spin

+ or � (up or down with respect to by), and solved for
the spin dependent transmission coeÆcient t�, for dif-

ferent number of asymmetrical double barrier unit cells.

Using standard transfer matrix method the solution is

straightforward. For the two cells case, for example, we

must solve the following equation
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with
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(1)
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�
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d

and

wj = dj + Lj ; p = w1 + w2 (5)

where the B
(j)
� ; j = 1; 2 are the spin-dependent trans-

fer matrices corresponding to the two di�erent barri-

ers, L1 is the distance from barrier 1 to barrier 2, while

L2 is from barrier 2 to barrier 1, dj is the jth-barrier

width and �hkz =
p
2m0(E)E cos � is the electron's mo-

mentum along the growth direction. The transfer ma-

trix can be obtained directly from the spin-dependent

boundary conditions [7] and can be written as [1]
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where, �hkk =
p
2m0(E)E sin � is the conserved

momentum parallel to the interfaces and �j =q
2mj(E)(E

j
c �E)=�h2 + k2k is the decay coeÆcient of

the evanescent wave inside the jth-barrier. The well and

barrier material parameter, fm0; �0g and fmj ; �jg re-

spectively, are energy dependent, in accord to the Kane

model.

In Fig. 1 we show the results of the spin dependent

transmission probability T� = t�t
�
� as a function of

electron energy in the case of a multiple double-barrier

structure with three unit cells, corresponding to a struc-

ture with six barriers. The band parameters used in the

calculation are listed in Table 1. One can see that in-

stead of the broad resonances found for one double bar-

rier [1, 2], one can see in this multiple barrier system the

formation of spin dependent minibands of energies with

nonzero transmission. It is interesting to note that the

miniband width is much larger than the spin-splitting

obtained with just one unit cell. For this case with

L1 = L2, as we add more and more cells the structure

loses gradually its inversion asymmetry and the oposite

spin minibands tend to overlap completely, reestablish-

ing the spin degeneracy of the symmetric structure.

Figure 1. Transmission coeÆcient for electrons arriving

with an angle � = �=4 with respect to the growth direc-

tion, and crossing three (3X) asymmetric double-barrier

unit cells of lattice-matched In0:53 Ga0:47 As/InP/ In 0:53

Ga0:47 As/GaAs0:5 Sb0:5 /In0:53 Ga0:47 As. We have used

L1 = L2 = 20nm and d1 = d2 = 3nm The band parame-

ters used are listed in Table 1 and the band o�sets for the

conduction band were 0.18 eV and 0.36 eV for InGaAs/InP

and InGaAs/GaAsSb respectively, which were recently mea-

sured [8].

Eg(eV ) �(eV ) m�
e(me)

In0:53Ga0:47As 0.75 0.36 0.041
InP 1.42 0.11 0.079

GaAs0:5Sb0:5 0.81 0.75 0.040

Table 1. Band parameters for the bulk materials used
in the calculation [9].

If one considers an unpolarized beam of incoming
conducting electrons and calculates the polarization of
the transmitted beam de�ned by

P (E; �) =
T+(E; �)� T�(E; �)

T+(E; �) + T�(E; �)
; (9)

one �nds, for small number of cells, as shoown in Fig. 2,
an increasing maximum polarization for an increasing
number of cells in the multiple double-barrier structure.
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We have plotted in Fig. 2 the obtained polarization as
a function of electron's energy for transmission across
1,2 and 3 asymmetric double barrier unit cells. The
increased polarization with more cells occurs, however,
at energies with a corresponding decreased transmission
probability, between the in�nite superlattice minibans.

Figure 2. Polarization of the transmitted beam across struc-
tures with one (1X), two (2X) and three (3X) repetitions of
the asymmetric double-barrier unit cell, with the parame-
ters as in Fig.1.

In conclusion, we have studied the spin-dependent
quantum coherent transport of spin polarized electrons
along nonmagnetic III-V semiconductor multibarrier
nanostructures. We have observed the formation of
spin dependent energy minibands with nonzero trans-
mission and an increasing maximum polarization of the
transmitted beam with the number of cells, between the
minibands, which as mentioned become spin degenare
in the superllatice limit. Nevertheles, the interesting
situation would be that of minibands strongly depen-
dent on the spin, what is expected to occur in the more

general L1 6= L2 case, corresponding to superllatices
without inversion symmetry. Such study, as well as the
analysis of the polarization of the reected beam, is
work in progress and will be published elsewhere.
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